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“Deep summer is when laziness finds respectability.” 

--Sam Keen 

 

Relaxing into a slower pace of life, I am more cognizant of quiet moments and the inner 

chatter that occupies my mind.  Increasingly, I find myself letting go of the more 

practical concerns like selling my house and readying my daughter for college.  Instead, I 

am making more carefree time available to be with people who matter to me, letting 

moments simply unfold instead of directing them.  One friend invites me to a day on the 

golf course, another asks me to attend an outdoor concert on a Sunday evening.  New 

pleasures appear daily. 

 

Making peace with downtime, I am observing a new energy around me.  The people in 

my inner circle are positive, kind, supportive, giving, competent and respectful.  They 

have been carefully chosen over time and through diverse circumstances. 

 

Over the years, there has been a weeding out of the more toxic negative, harsh, 

withholding or critical people, who are unable to be present in healthy, uplifting ways.   

 

The defining word that shifted the cast of people in my life is reciprocity.  A giver by 

nature, I (like many women) often put others’ needs ahead of my own.  Slowly, I learned 

to center in myself, while discerning with whom to extend my kindness and generosity.     

 

In the process of becoming more grounded within, many people have come to the plate 

for me with care, concern, hope and encouragement.  I now see the challenges of the past 

year, when I felt stripped to the core on all levels, taught me how to receive. 

 

Receiving is essential to our ability to love and be loved, according to marriage 

counselors Harville Hendrix and Helen LaKelly Hunt, who are also husband and wife.  In 

their book, Receiving Love, Hendrix and Hunt disclose that their own long-term marriage 

nearly came apart, despite all their skills and tools they had from coaching others for 

more than 20 years.  During their separation, they discovered a new theory on love—that 

many of us know how to give love, yet fewer know how to receive it.  We need to be able 

to both give and receive love to sustain a healthy relationship. 

 



Receiving, I have since learned, also means giving up control.  If we truly let others care 

for us, we need to value their unique gifts and talents, letting go of “our way” of doing 

things.  Taking turns leading is often helpful.  Listening without inserting our own agenda 

is another way of giving to or receiving from another. 

 

The season of summer, when there seems to be more moments for both stillness and 

connecting, is a perfect time to practice receiving by allowing in versus putting out--

whether welcoming the refreshment of a summer breeze at dusk on the beach or a 

spontaneous moment eating breakfast at noon with the teenager who has chosen to sleep 

in all morning. 

 

Accepting that unscheduled time can be as productive as working hard is another reframe 

for summer mode.  Our greatest creative insights or “ah-ah” moments often arrive when 

we least expect them. 

 

My former husband came up with the name of the bakery we started, Loaf in a Round, 

while sitting with my father and me at a beach house, writing ideas on a paper plate.  The 

following summer we were entertaining friends at the same beach house with fresh 

cranberry pecan and ciabatta breads baked from our own European-imported oven, a 

dream that had come true.   

 

This summer, I am open to life surprising me, detached from outcomes yet trusting in the 

goodness of others, remembering after giving out so much, it is perfectly fine to take in a 

bit now.  Kindness is my guiding force.  Giving myself permission to rest is also okay. 
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Gail Kauranen Jones is an author, life coach and workshop leader who has been 

guiding adults in transition for 19 years.  She lives in Topsfield with her two children. 
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